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About This Game

Life isn’t getting any easier for our favorite ronin! The journey continues in the land of silk and steel, where fantasy and reality
clash and tough choices await you on every page. Get ready to prove why you’re the toughest ronin around.

Samurai of Hyuga Book 3 is the mind-shattering 225,000 sequel to your favorite interactive tale by Devon Connell, where your
choices control the story. It's entirely text-based—without graphics or sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power

of your imagination.

Become the judge, jury and executioner of your peers. Walk the path of the detective, unravel a demonic mystery—or be
consumed by it! Face your past and fight for your future as the student becomes the teacher. Discover the line between lover

and monster, and be prepared to cross it.

 Take the law into your own hands as you bring justice with sharpened steel!

 Unravel a demonic mystery and discover the truths you were never meant to know!

 Find love (or something like it) as you do battle against true despair!

That and so much more await you in the third book of this epic series!
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machine gun: pew pew. I got it.
Won't waste long time.. Great game. Only started it, so I don't know about the difficulty, but damn it is amazing.. goes to load
the scenarios featured and the game crashes, cant even load the loco without it crashing. FIX IT!. Just starting to play and i love
it so far , not familiar with any previous games, great music , the learning curve is relatively smooth. gameplay and graphic are
awesome, nice little gems for the price !. A short and sweet visual novel. The music and voice acting are pretty good, no
complaints there. The summary on the game page alone will pretty much tell you how the plot is gonna go, but I thought it was a
nice quick read anyway. It's not that hard to acheive all the endings either. The maid was the best character to me, her voice
acting and dialogue were entertaining. The art style for this vn was unique, and I didn't mind it since the voice acting made up
for lack of expressions, but I wish those has been drawn.
In short, recommended, but perhaps when its on sale since the experience goes by so quickly.. Nice variant of the "hidden
object" game...funny in places too.. I guess AZERTY keyboards don't exist in this world, because the game only accepts to use
WASD and there is no rebinding option... Can't even switch from azerty to qwerty with the old alt+shift trick, nope, the game
doesn't want to.

Also, can't change the language of the game unless you change your Windows CLOCK SETTING, and the french translation is
terrible.

Good job, really.
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In this game, you'll do only 'move A to B' task with no cash or new truck reward, no any music, under unrealistic physics
condition(such as no collision with stacked snow. If you ram them, you'll just pass through like there's no snow in there.),
annoying steering and ♥♥♥♥♥♥ graphics.

And also, no free roaming the universe after deliver. Totally not worth of 20$ seriously. Please consider 10 times before buy
this game. Really! DON'T WASTE 20$ ON THIS! Buy ETS2 as instead!. Bought this on the recommendation of a friend. It is a
very polished game for early access. The concept of playing with gravity is perfect for VR and the feeling of shifting planes of
playing fields is really fun. I have only played through the first level so far but it was really fun. The level design and puzzles
were interesting and challenging enough to be fun but not frustrating. The weapon design ease of picking up and dropping
weapons, and close combat felt great. At no time did I try to do something logical and found that I couldn't. I hope the
developers contiue to build upon this game. I highly recommend it and hope more people discover and support it!!. Jolly Roger
flying above the black pirate sails. Good luck gentlemen are not afraid of the Royal military frigates, nor the Royal judges,
neither God nor the devil. Best visual novel about pirates!. I really enjoyed the game! It is definetely worth the money.. I fart in
your general direction! Your mother was a hamster, and your father smelt of elderberries!
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